ACCESSING DATA
What file formats do you use?

- CSV/TSV
- netCDF
- MAT
- ODV
- GeoJSON
- RData/RDS
- Other:

SEARCHING FOR DATA
What search facets are most important to you?

- Person
- Vessel or cruise
- Date range
- Instrument
- Geospatial by region name
- Geospatial by point location
- Parameter (e.g. specific element, species, etc.)
- Parameter group (e.g. aerosols, trace metals, pigments, etc.)
- Project or program name

DATA TOOLS
What languages and tools do you use?

- MATLAB
- Excel
- Python
- GitHub
- R
- SQL
- Command line
- Other:

NEW REQUESTS
What new tools and features would be useful for you?

- Improved geospatial access
- Newsletter
- Data workshop
- Plotting
- Twitter
- Data usage examples
- Other: